The Studio

112 Glass House Studio works with businesses, homeowners, designers,
decorators, and public institutions to throw a splash of style into everyday life.
In addition to our 112 Glass House exclusive pattern lines, we will work
with you to bring your concept to life. We pride ourselves with exceptional
craftsmanship, innovative ideas and hands-on customer service.

I began

working
with glass
in 2001.
Having interned with a production
glass blower, I decided to further
my interests in the medium and
studied at Rhode Island School of
Design.
After University I began designing
and manufacturing glass mosaic
tile... and never looked back! My
attention to detail and meticulous
craftsmanship shows in the mosaic
tile designs. Aside from using my
hands to craft tile, these hands
also dabble in music making,
cooking and tree climbing.
-Sam Arthur

Please refrain from throwing stones at this glass house.
For press inquiries, please contact Sam Arthur:
183 Lorraine Street Brooklyn, NY 11231 |

646.979.0112 |

112glasshouse@gmail.com |

112glasshousestudio.com

Company Background

We craft

striking, one-of-a-kind, limited edition art pieces to
accent the home or office.

Mosaics can be traced back to Fourth Millennium BC in early Mesopotamia,
with evidence of primitive arrangements of pebbles and stones to create
patterns, images and decorative surfaces. Mosaics are a true art form that
is as significant today as it was then.
112 Glass House strives to stay true to the primitive, manual, handcrafting
of mosaicing in the modern world while designing contemporary glass
signature art pieces since its establishment in 2015.
All products are Brooklyn made, 100% US domestic. Designs are hand
drawn, crafted, and cut to create pieces that are unique and customizable.
No mass production, only meticulous craftsmanship of art and decor.

We aim to please.
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Product Lines
Exclusive pattern lines are available for any
product. All designs can be customized.

Patterns

Wall Hangings

Accessories

